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About This Game

BLADENET is a multiplayer only game of hide & seek set within a cyberpunk future.

Created by a team of two people; the game is designed to be a spy vs spy experience for friends to enjoy online.

Gameplay

Players blend in with the crowd simulation to stay hidden while the watch for rival players who are also attempting to keep their
identity concealed.

Find and fight the human controlled avatars to collect their data to escape the program and win. Remember incorrectly attacking
a crowd member will bring a swift response from the network security.

Lore/Story

The bladenet is a virtual sub-layer which runs parallel to the real world. Inside the bladenet citizens come to go about their daily
routines but unbeknownst to them it's also the place where hackers go to steal valuable information. User identities are protected
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in the bladenet by a simulated crowd of dummy AI users. This crowd makes it difficult for hackers to find real users and target
them. Held hostage by 'The State', prolific hackers are forced to retrieve sensitive information before they can free themselves

from the bladenet.
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Very simple humans vs. aliens tug-of-war strategy game.

It´s mindless & repetitive but good for a casual playthrough.

You simply do nothing than clicking for your various reinforcements to spawn in and watch them going to the right, till they
break through the enemy lines and destroy their base.

Many upgradeable units.
Unfortunately you cannot play as the aliens :(

I only recommend it to play in between times, otherwise it gets really boring -_-

Just don´t pay more than a dollar for it or you´ll regret it ;)

Very short playtime !. An interesting simulation\/VN hybrid that challenges you to intuit how to develop a galaxy via alchemy.
The writing's charming and the game itself is fun, even if you may brick wall in places as you try to figure out what you need to
do just right. If it clicks, you'll blaze through it, and even if it doesn't, it's still a fun world to dive into briefly.. Not players to
play, i recomend players can join anytime to party.. Tribocalypse VR is a simple but fun wave shooter bow game.

The art style is great, the mechanics are solid and fun.
Your weapons are bow and arrows, spears or bombs (and more in the future), which can be bought after every round, if you
have earned enough points. The AI was improved already in the past and the game is more challenging now.
Defend your totem from different types of enemies, so they can't take the pieces through their portals to win the game.

I hope the devs will improve Tribocalypse VR further and add more maps, mechanics and enemies.
I noticed constant updates and improvements, so I can recommend the game, if you look for a simple, fun but challenging bow
game.. Pretty good app, cant wait for the full version. Visually its stunning,but needs a lot more functionality which will
hopefully come withthe full version soon.. God's basement is a very slow-paced horror game with scary and narration elements.
There is a lot of back and forth within the hallways of certain areas as scripted events occur. There was a car accident and the
only survivor was your grandma. I wont say more. The game focuses on playing with scripted events such as doors opening,
lights blinking, odd sounds and some creepy old lady popping up here and there. Overall the game is average so ill give a thumbs
up.

https://youtu.be/JWvllxNA6x4. Don't do it.. Wow. This is how an action game is done. The Freeflow combat mechanic is
phenomenal and makes for a perfectly stylized combat system.

Though I don't follow comics, the world is beautifully crafted and seems right up the ally of the protagonist. Attempting 100%
completion can lead to a couple frustrations, but aside from that, this game is shack! ** 86\/100 **. I like game. Game good.
Play again.. Not bad! A bit short perhaps, but I felt it was good after the first levels. So yes, it starts off a bit clunky, but as you
obtain more skills (game mechanics) it improves greatly.

Let's just say the price is fair.
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Oh! Never Buy skin packs EVER. Either it is in Dying Light, or Watchdogs, don\u2019t do it. They aren\u2019t worth it,
especially in open world games. It gives you this one skin for yourself, car, and quadcopter, yet I don\u2019t even use the skins,
since in game skins look a lot cooler anyway. And there is a vast selection of clothing in game already. Don\u2019t get it.

DLC Price: 63\/100
DLC Content: 89\/100

Base game overall: 9.1\/10. NOTE: These are my opinions so far as I have expirienced the game. Please respect that.

Check (\u2611) or not check (\u2610)

---{Graphics}---
\u2610 You forget what reality is
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Nicely
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2611 Don\u2018t look too long at it
\u2610 Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Starring at walls is better
\u2610 Just don\u2018t
\u2611 Other (It is very funny just because its trash)
---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2611 Kids
\u2610 Teens
\u2610 Adults
\u2610 Human

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2611 Check if you can run paint
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 Rich boiiiiii
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2611 Just press \u201aW\u2018
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
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\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
\u2611 Nothing to grind
\u2610 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2610 Average grind level
\u2610 Too much grind
\u2610 You\u2018ll need a second live for grinding

---{Story}---
\u2611 Story?
\u2610 Text or Audio floating around
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Lovley
\u2610 It\u2018ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
\u2611 Long enough for a cup of coffee
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Long
\u2610 To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
\u2610 It\u2019s free!
\u2610 Worth the price
\u2611 If u have some spare money left (It's trashy but fun, so don't exspect much)
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2610 You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 Never heard of
\u2610 Minor bugs
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 ARK: Survival Evolved
\u2611 The game is one big bug. This game is for players that love a laggy, glitchy and quite disappointing game. In
theory the game was that of a fun one. It was giving people a way to experience what war would have looked like in the
mid 1800s. Gloomy , bloody and dirt filled fun for a low price on steam. Overall the servers were NOT ready for the
amount of people it was advertised to hold. Matches started to crash and the amount of strange glitches that plagued
new customers caused a crash of players. People either refunded the game or uninstalled after not receiving the
gameplay they were promised. The game also doesn't give people a lot of content, with a small amount of weapons,
clothing and maps caused people to become bored very fast. Its the same couple of maps doing the same thing. Two
sides going head on. The next fault of the game is relying on the player base to create the fun. The game gave this big
open map that is hard to understand and also did not give us good respawn system. Without a cooperative "general"
the team falls apart. People mostly spend their time minging and grieving the game. Also the amount of racist jokes
heard during these games were terrible. All and all this game was not ready for the public. It has low amount of
content.. The quality is bad, it's hard to understand what and how to do something and train controls aren't good. This
game is like from the past.. From 2010 or something. Maybe I don't understand it but I find it to hard for me.. I've
played the EA Sports NHL series on Playstation for a while and was looking for an PC alternative. Unfortunately,
FHM doesn't do it for me. The main issue so far is the user interface, which is very slow and clunky. For example,
trying to hire new coaching staff was very time-consuming as there was no way to compare staff side-by-side, so I had
to click back and forth too many times to get something done. Many times I found it hard to navigate to find certain
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things. Also, the input lag was really annoying, and simulation/progressing through the year took far too long. I was
literally switching back and forth between the game and my browser so that I didn't have to keep watching the loading
bar, especially during the off-season.

I decided to buy this game because it was on sale, and I have tried a previous version of FHM three or four years ago
and hoped that it had improved over the years. After trying to get the hang of it for a few hours, I'm sad to say that I
now remember why the previous FHM didn't get much playing time. I do regret not refunding this game when I had
the chance.

If you're looking for a PC alternative for the EA Sports NHL series, you will most likely be disappointed. I might have
given this more of a shot had it been my first hockey management game, or if the UI was drastically improved from its
current state. Maybe give it a try if this is your first sport management game, and if you have lots of time to waste.

I'll keep trying it a bit longer, and will edit the review if I find something positive that's worth mentioning.. I read the
comments before buying the game but i have no regret. If you appreciated Kingdom rush, this game will satisfy you.
The music is nice, difficulty is balanced. Lot of TD can't claim to be such a good distraction.. it is a fun game to kill
some time.. Another small hardcore platformer game: this time we have humwee and and aircraft instead of helicopter
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